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Nanoscale-resolved dielectric properties of polypropylene/metal-oxide �alumina, PbTiO3� interfaces and of
the corresponding surfaces are investigated via first-principles calculations. In order to ascertain the locality of
the atomically resolved permittivity profiles, we propose a simple procedure to directly evaluate the real-space
decay length of nonlocal effects in the dielectric susceptibility. Based on this decay length, the microscopic
dielectric response is derived by using a convolution of rectangular and Gaussian filters as the averaging
weight function. This procedure converges quickly to the bulk values in slabs of only moderate thicknesses,
while providing atomic-layer-resolved permittivity profiles even in the presence of significant relaxations and
surface structure. Our results show that �i� the surface-induced and interface-induced modifications to the
dielectric permittivity in polymer/metal-oxide composites are localized to only a few atomic layers; �ii� the
interface effects are mainly confined to the metal-oxide side; and �iii� metal-oxide particles larger than a few
nanometers should retain the average macroscopic value of their bulk dielectric permittivities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the growing need for high-power-density ca-
pacitors and electrical energy storage devices has stimulated
intensive research efforts on polymer-ceramic nanocompos-
ites, in which metal-oxide nanoparticles are incorporated into
a polymer matrix.1–5 Polymers such as polypropylene gener-
ally have high dielectric strength, good flexibility, and easy
processability at low temperatures, but also have a low di-
electric constant, which limits their abilities to store energy.
On the other hand, metal oxides such as ferroelectric PbTiO3
possess very high dielectric permittivity, but are brittle, have
low dielectric breakdown fields, and need high-temperature
sintering. When these two materials are integrated into a
nanocomposite, they offer the possibility of achieving high
energy and power densities, potentially enabling a broad
range of applications in aerospace, automotive, and power
industries.3

The combination of the high-k metal-oxide nanoparticles
with polymers usually results in an effective composite di-
electric permittivity, �, higher than the pure polymer matrix
and lower than the nanoparticles.1 The general understanding
of the role of interface effects is currently still limited to a
qualitative level,3,6 and is mainly based on classical approxi-
mations such as various mixing models,7 and the classical
effective-medium method.8 However, as the incorporated
particles shrink to nanometer sizes, their dielectric properties
may become quite different from the corresponding bulk ma-
terials. The large interfacial area also leads to significant in-
terfacial volume, which may affect the properties of both the
nanoparticles and the polymer. These effects are investigated
at the microscopic, quantum-mechanical level in this work.

Recently, Giustino and Pasquarello9 developed a first-
principles theory for investigating atomic-scale permittivity
profiles across interfaces between insulators. It has been suc-
cessfully applied to several systems such as Si /SiO2,9

SiO2 /C12H25 chain,10 and metal /SrTiO3 interfaces.11 In this
theory, a local susceptibility is introduced to describe varia-

tions in the dielectric response over length scales on the or-
der of interatomic distances. It assumes that the nonlocality
of the microscopic susceptibility tensor occurs at smaller dis-
tances. In fact, this assumption may not always be true. For a
homogeneous system, as already shown by Giustino and
Pasquarello,9 the typical real-space decay length � of the
nonlocal effects in the dielectric function is larger than the
spreads of maximally localized Wannier functions.12 The lat-
ter are usually on the order of interatomic distances.13 In
particular, for a system where the lattice contribution domi-
nates the low-frequency dielectric response, we will show
that the decay length � can be much larger than an inter-
atomic distance. Furthermore, � may differ substantially be-
tween systems. Therefore, to properly average and obtain
nanoscale-resolved, local and physically meaningful permit-
tivity profiles, one needs to determine the decay length � of
the nonlocal susceptibility for each specific system under
investigation.

In this work, we will evaluate � directly by calculating the
spatial spread of the change density induced by slightly dis-
placing each nonequivalent atom from its equilibrium posi-
tion. Using the calculated �, we introduce a modified aver-
aging model that ensures the locality of the dielectric
permittivity profile extracted from ab initio calculations,
while efficiently filtering out the physically uninteresting os-
cillations due to the lattice periodicity. The resulting profiles
are flat in the bulklike region and atomically smooth in the
interface and surface regions, while still providing nanoscale
resolution.

The main goal of the present work is to investigate the
local dielectric permittivity profiles of polymer/metal-oxide
nanocomposites, which are being considered for high-power-
density capacitors. These composites would combine the ad-
vantages of polymers, which are light, flexible and can with-
stand high electric fields, but have low dielectric constants,
with those of oxides, which are usually brittle and heavy,
with low breakdown fields, but their dielectric constants are
usually much larger. A composite material, consisting of ox-
ide particles embedded in a polymeric matrix, would avoid
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the brittleness of the bulk oxides while still taking advantage
of their large dielectric constants. We choose isotactic poly-
propylene �iPP� as the host polymer matrix, because it is one
of the most commonly used capacitor dielectrics. For metal
oxides, we select alumina ��-Al2O3� and tetragonal PbTiO3,
representing two categories of materials of current interest, a
nonferroelectric and a high-k ferroelectric. We calculate the
optical and static dielectric permittivity profiles across both
single bare slabs of these materials and of their interfaces
with iPP, with the goal of understanding the nanoscale varia-
tion in surface-induced and interface-induced changes to the
local dielectric properties. These quantities, which may be
very hard to measure, are needed for accurate mesoscopic
modeling of dielectric properties of the complex
nanocomposites.14

The rest part of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II, we briefly review the theory of local dielectric permittiv-
ity theory, focusing on aspects important to nanoscale aver-
aging. Section III describes the procedures used to evaluate
the decay length � of the microscopic susceptibility and to
obtain the permittivity profiles. Section IV, Results and Dis-
cussion, introduces and discusses the dielectric permittivity
profiles across metal-oxide and iPP slabs and their interfaces.
The summary and conclusions of the paper are presented in
Sec. V.

II. THEORY OF LOCAL DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY

In the following we assume that the interface is oriented
along the z axis and each material is periodic in the plane
parallel to the interface, referred as the xy plane. Focusing on
the dielectric permittivity across the surface or interface, we
eliminate the in-plane dependence by taking a planar average
of the corresponding microscopic quantity, e.g., for the
charge density we define �̄�z�= 1

S�S��r��dxdy, where S is the
area of the xy cross section of the unit cell. This transverse
averaging has no effect on the Poisson equation.15 Starting
from the plane-averaged quantities and following Giustino
and Pasquarello,9 we derive elements of the local dielectric
permittivity theory, focusing on the connection between mi-
croscopic and macroscopic quantities. At the microscopic
scale in the linear regime, the susceptibility ��z ,z�� and per-
mittivity ��z ,z�� are defined through

D̄�z� =� ��z,z��Ē�z��dz�, �1�

and

P̄�z� =� ��z,z��Ē�z��dz�, �2�

which are related to each other by

��z,z�� = ��z − z�� + 4	��z,z�� . �3�

In Eqs. �1� and �2�, P̄�z� and Ē�z� correspond to the induced
polarization16 and the change in the total electric field due to
an applied external field. They can be obtained from the
induced charge density using

d

dz
Ē�z� = 4	�̄ind�z� , �4�

and

d

dz
P̄�z� = − �̄ind�z� . �5�

The microscopic electric displacement D̄�z� in Eq. �1� is de-

fined as D̄�z�= Ē�z�+4	P̄�z� and satisfies

d

dz
D̄�z� = 0, �6�

which shows that D̄�z� is a constant.
The microscopic permittivity ��z ,z�� and susceptibility

��z ,z�� as defined in Eqs. �1� and �2� are nonlocal and usu-
ally vary very rapidly over interatomic distances. In order to
obtain measurable local dielectric properties from the micro-
scopic quantum-mechanical results, a spatial-averaging pro-
cedure needs to be adopted. Denoting the averaging distance
as r0, it must be significantly larger than the interatomic dis-
tance, so that the dielectric-response function can be consid-
ered local. For nanostructures, in order to obtain a physically
transparent position-dependent local dielectric permittivity
near a surface or an interface, r0 needs to be as small as
possible, but it should not be smaller than the decay length �
of the nonlocal susceptibility. In terms of these properly av-
eraged quantities, Eqs. �1� and �2� can simplify17 to

D̄̄�z� = ��z�Ē̄�z� and P̄̄�z� = ��z�Ē̄�z� , �7�

where the double bars indicate the averages taken over the xy
plane and the z direction. Naturally, Eq. �7� defines our local
dielectric permittivity and susceptibility. In practical applica-

tions, considering that D̄̄�z� is continuous, it is convenient to
express the local permittivity in terms of the polarization

P̄̄�z�, i.e.,

��z� = 1 + 4	��z� = 1 +
4	P̄̄�z�

D − 4	P̄̄�z�
, �8�

where D is the external field of a finite system. For an ex-
tended system, D=Eav+4	P, where Eav corresponds to the
average self-consistent electric field, and P is the field-
induced macroscopic polarization in the supercell. The latter
can be determined by Berry-phase method.18 Thus, Eq. �8�
together with Eq. �5� establish a direct link between the in-
duced charge density and the local permittivity. By calculat-
ing �̄ind�z� with the atoms fixed or relaxed in the finite elec-
tric field, we can obtain the corresponding optical and static
permittivity profiles.

In addition to the above, Giustino and Pasquarello9 also
analyzed the local permittivity in terms of discrete effective
electronic and ionic polarizabilities. For the electron charge
density, decomposition into maximally localized Wannier
functions12 provides a discrete representation of the local
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contributions. They define the effective electronic polariz-
ability �elec

�n� for each Wannier function by relating its induced
dipole to the electric field at its center zn

e�zn
E − zn

E=0� � �elec
�n� Ē̄�zn� . �9�

This definition relates the variation in the dielectric response
to the specific features of the local bonding arrangement. In
analogy with �elec

�n� , they also define the effective ionic polar-
izability as

�



ZI,z

D �RI


E − RI

E=0� � �ion

�I� Ē̄�RIz� , �10�

where RI
 and ZI,z

D represent the coordinate and the dynami-

cal charge of the ion I. The dynamical charge is determined
from the linear relation between the force on an atom FI
 and

the effective local field Ē̄z,

ZI,z

D �

�FI


� Ē̄�RIz�
. �11�

In our calculations, based on �ion
�I� , we also define an effective

layer ionic polarizability by

�layer �
1

S
�

I

�ion
�I� , �12�

where S is the transverse area of the simulation cell and the
summation is over all atoms belonging to the same layer.

Equation �12� is well justified because Ē̄ is almost the same
for all the atoms belonging to the same layer.

In Eqs. �9� and �10�, the �elec
�n� and �ion

�I� describe the extent
of electronic and ionic contributions to the local polarization
around the center of the Wannier function or the ion, respec-
tively. However, because of nonlocality, the contributions of
nearby Wannier functions and ions should also be considered
when evaluating the local permittivity at a given position,
depending on the decay length of the nonlocal microscopic
susceptibility. For a layered structure, the neighboring layers
should also be included.

III. METHODOLOGY AND CALCULATIONS

A. Evaluation of the decay length of the nonlocal susceptibility

As seen in Sec. II, the local dielectric permittivity should
be obtained from a suitable averaging procedure. Only when
the average is taken over a distance r0 that is larger than the
decay length � of the microscopic susceptibility, can the de-
rived permittivity profiles be considered local and physically
meaningful. The determination of � is thus the key for ascer-
taining the locality of the derived permittivity profile. The
microscopic susceptibility ��r ,r�� can be equivalently de-
fined as the linear response of the charge density ���r� to an
external potential perturbation �Vext�r��, i.e.,

���r� =� ��r,r���Vext�r��dr�, �13�

which can be formally written in term of a functional deriva-
tive

��r,r�� =
���r�

�Vext�r��
. �14�

From this definition, for a given very localized external po-
tential disturbance at position r�, the corresponding induced
charge density �� at r characterizes the nonlocality of the
microscopic susceptibility ��r ,r��. The spatial decay of ��
can then be used to obtain the decay length � of ��r ,r��. We,
therefore, evaluate � directly from the decay of the induced
charge density by displacing an ion by a very small amount
�u from its equilibrium position in a supercell, resulting in a
very localized dipolar external potential that is quickly
screened by the electrons. The supercell is chosen large
enough so that the induced charge density does not overlap
between the cells.

In general, the induced charge-density profile ���r� in an
insulator should have a small, but slowly decaying tail, cor-
responding to the screening by the finite dielectric constant.
However, in density-functional theory �DFT� the screening is
rather rapid,19 both when using local-density approximation
�LDA� or generalized gradient approximation �GGA�. In our
supercells we observe a rather rapid decay, sometimes with
small oscillations, which still decay to zero before reaching
the supercell boundary. In order to provide a physically
meaningful lower bound of nonlocality of ��r ,r��, we define
� due to a particular atom as a spatial extent of the region
containing 95% of ����, viz.

�
z0−�/2

z0+�/2

����z��dz��
L

����z��dz = p = 95% , �15�

where z0 is the z coordinate of the atom being displaced and
L is the supercell size along z.

In fact, the above method for obtaining � corresponds to
calculating the broadening width of a dynamical charge20 for
a given atom along a certain direction. Within a linear re-
gime, the dynamical charge and its broadening width �i.e., ��
show little dependence on the magnitude of �u for the same
atom at different r, even for a nonuniform material. This is
shown in Fig. 1, where the � is calculated by displacing
atoms at different positions with varying �u in an isolated
�001��-Al2O3 slab. In principle, the smaller �u correspond
to a more localized disturbance and should yield a more ac-
curate �. Nevertheless, for consistency with permittivity cal-
culations, we choose �u to be the maximum atomic displace-
ment caused by the electric field used for deducing dielectric
functions. However, the dynamical charge and its broadening
width are different for atoms with different numbers of va-
lence electrons and ionicities. For example, by displacing Al
and O atoms we find �=8.9 and 4.3 a.u., respectively. To
ensure the locality of the dielectric permittivity everywhere
in the slab considered in the next sections, we choose the
maximum � of all atoms in our averaging procedure.

B. Nanoscale averaging model

The averaging procedure can be explicitly defined by us-
ing a real normalized weight function f , which satisfies
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� f�z − z��dz� = 1; f�z − z�� = 0, �z − z�� � r0. �16�

For the electric field we then have

Ē̄�z� =� f̄�z − z��Ē�z��dz�. �17�

Equation �17� shows that Ē̄�z� depends on the choice of the f .
The electric displacement is invariant after any averaging

because of Eq. �6�, i.e., D̄̄�z�= D̄�z�. As a result, the dielectric
permittivity derived from Eq. �7� is not unique and depends
on the choice of the weight function f .

In actual calculations two kinds of weight functions are
commonly used. One is a rectangular filter21

f l�z� =
1

l
	 l

2
− �z�
 , �18�

where  is a unit-step function and l is the layer periodicity.
The f l is best suited for a superlattice composed of undis-
torted crystalline layers. However, for a system with varying
planar distances, this method is not efficient in filtering os-
cillations that are due to different layer spacings. The other
commonly used function is the Gaussian broadening kernel9

f��z� =
1

�2	�
e−z2/2�2

, �19�

which is continuous at any z and suitable for disordered sys-
tems with only short-range order. However, since f� does not
explicitly include the periodic lattice spacing information, it

is less efficient in flattening the permittivity profile in the
bulklike region away from the interface.

In this work, we are mainly dealing with crystalline slabs,
which usually contain uniformly spaced atomic planes in the
regions far away from surfaces or interfaces, while near sur-
faces or interfaces this spacing becomes nonuniform. The
slab must be thick enough to recover bulk permittivity in its
middle region, but we are, in particular, interested in the
widths of the surface or interface regions. Efficient averag-
ing, which would quickly lead to a flat permittivity profile in
the middle of the slab while preserving the main features in
the surface and interface regions, would thus provide maxi-
mum physical insight and minimize the computational ex-
pense. We thus choose f as a convolution of the two broad-
ening functions

f l��z� =� f l�z − z��f��z� − z��dz�dz�. �20�

To ensure the locality of the extracted dielectric functions,
we further require that the broadening width r0 of this con-
volution satisfies

r0 � � . �21�

In our calculations, l is set to the lattice spacing of the
bulk region away from the surface or interface and � is then
chosen so that Eq. �21� is satisfied. However, similarly to the
decay length of the induced charge density, there is also
some arbitrariness in defining the broadening width r0 of this
convolution. In order to be consistent with the numerical
definition of �, we define r0 through Eq. �15�, with ����z��
replaced by f l��z�. To confirm that f l��z� satisfies Eq. �21� for
the particular choices of l and �, we also validate this con-
dition visually by plotting the normalized ���� and f l� in the
same figure and centering at the same position. This proce-
dure provides a robust lower bound of � that satisfies Eq.
�21�. The actual averaging with f l� is easily carried out in
reciprocal space by multiplying each Fourier coefficient with
the weight

fG =
sin�Gl/2�

Gl/2
e−G2�2/2. �22�

C. Calculations

The calculations were performed using density-functional
theory and ultrasoft pseudopotentials, as implemented in the
QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package.22 For alumina and iPP slabs
and their interfaces, we use the exchange and correlation
functional in the generalized gradient approximation. For the
PbTiO3 slab and PbTiO3 / iPP interface the local-density ap-
proximation is used because the GGA catastrophically over-
estimates both equilibrium volume and c /a of PbTiO3.23 The
wave functions and the augmented charge density are repre-
sented by plane-wave basis sets with energy cutoffs of 30
and 300 Ry, respectively. All atoms in the supercell are re-
laxed until the atomic forces are less than 3 meV /Å. Our
calculated bulk dielectric constants and lattice parameters of
�-Al2O3, tetragonal PbTiO3, and monoclinic iPP are in ex-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Planar average of the atomic-
displacement-induced charge densities along z in a �001��-Al2O3

slab. �a�–�d� correspond to the density profiles induced by, respec-
tively, moving the surface Al layer, the middle Al layer, the surface
O layer, and the middle O layer of the slab. The corresponding layer
in �a�–�d� is moved by three different �u :0.001, 0.003 and 005 a.u.,
denoted by curves with highest peaks, medium peaks, and lowest
peaks, respectively. Vertical gray lines indicate the positions of O
�dashed line� and Al �solid line� atomic layers in the slab. The
periodic interlayer distance in the middle of the slab is indicated
as ap.
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cellent agreement with experimental ones �see Table I�.
The slab structures used to investigate the oxide surfaces

and oxide/polymer interfaces are constructed in an ortho-
rhombic supercell, with periodically repeated slabs or
stacked films separated by a 20 Å vacuum region along the
z axis. We derive the optical and static local dielectric pro-
files from Eq. �7� as described in Sec. II. The induced charge
densities appearing in Eqs. �4� and �5� are calculated as dif-
ferences between the total charge densities corresponding to
two oppositely directed macroscopic electric fields of
�0.001 a.u.. The finite electric field can be applied by either
using the dipole correction method27,28 or the method based
on Berry-phase theory of polarization.29,30 Here we choose
the former one because it removes well the artificial periodic
image interactions due to the supercell approach,31 while
avoiding the convergence issues related to the latter
method.32

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we first consider metal-oxide slabs in
vacuum, which enable analysis of permittivity profiles near
surfaces for both paraelectric ��-Al2O3� and ferroelectric
�PbTiO3� slabs. We also examine a polypropylene slab to
establish its permittivity profile. In the last subsection we
analyze the metal-oxide/polymer interfaces, and compare
their dielectric profiles to those of the constituent materials.
The computed profiles can also be used in mesoscopic mod-
eling of dielectric properties of nanocomposites.

A. Metal-oxide slabs

1. �-Al2O3 slabs

For alumina, we consider two surfaces, the single-O-
layer-terminated �110� and the single-Al-layer-terminated
�001� surfaces. From bond-counting rules of Harrison,33 both
surfaces should be chemically stable and charge neutral. The
latter surface has been observed in the experiment.34 The
relaxed surface structures in our calculations agree very well
with other ab initio calculations.35

For both kinds of slabs, our calculated �’s �5.9 a.u. for
�110� slabs and 8.9 a.u. for �001� slabs are found to be larger
than their layer stacking periodicities �4.5 a.u. for �110� slabs
and 4.1 a.u. for �001� slabs. To obtain the local dielectric

permittivities, we choose the averaging weight functions, as
described in Sec. III B, with l=4.5 a.u. and �=1.2
�r0=6.8 a.u.� for the �110� slabs, and l=4.1 a.u. and �
=3.0�r0=12.7 a.u.� for �001� slabs. We have confirmed that
the weight functions with these parameter values are broader
than their corresponding induced charge-density profiles by
plotting them together in the same figure �see Sec. III B�.

To investigate the size dependence of the slab permittivi-
ties, we calculated the optical and static permittivity profiles
for both kinds of slabs with sizes of 6–24 atomic layers.
Figure 2�a� shows these profiles for alumina�110� slabs. For
slabs thicker than 12 atomic layers ��26 a.u.�, the optical
permittivity profile in the middle of the slab is flat and
matches the corresponding bulk value very well �within 1%�.
For the static permittivity, a flat bulklike permittivity is ob-
tained for 18 layers and beyond. In the surface regions of

TABLE I. Bulk dielectric constants and lattice parameters for monoclinic iPP, hexagonal Al2O3, and
tetragonal PbTiO3. GGA was used for iPP and Al2O3, and LDA for PbTiO3. See text.

iPP Al2O3 PbTiO3

Expt. �Ref. 24� Calc. Expt. �Ref. 25� Calc. Expt. �Ref. 26� Calc.

a�Å� 6.65 6.73 4.76 4.77 3.91 3.86

b 20.96 21.13

c 6.51 6.53 12.99 13.04 4.14 4.01

��° � 99.30 99.17

���� 2.30 2.25 3.25 3.22 7.13 7.24

��0� 2.20–3.35 2.30 9.4,11.6 9.8,12.2 32–35 36.4

FIG. 2. �a� Dielectric permittivity profiles of �-Al2O3�110� slabs
along the �110� direction. Vertical lines represent the edge planes of
the corresponding slabs. All slabs are aligned at the leftmost sur-
face. �b� Overall effective dielectric permittivities, both high fre-
quency and static, of the four �-Al2O3�110� slabs in �a�. The hori-
zontal dotted lines show the corresponding bulk permittivities. The
number of layers in the slabs is indicated in the figure.
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these slabs, both the optical and static permittivity profiles
have the same shape and are independent of slab thickness.
The permittivities increase near the surface and then decrease
quickly when approaching the outermost surface layer. As
the slab size goes below 18 �or 12� atomic layers, the static
�or optical� dielectric permittivity in the slab interior is af-
fected by the surfaces. This coupling becomes stronger as the
slab size decreases. As a result, the bulklike dielectric behav-
ior can no longer be recovered in the mid region of such thin
slab. For instance, in the middle of a six-layer �110� slab,
both the static and optical permittivities are much larger than
the corresponding bulk ones. The results for alumina�001�
slabs are similar and not shown.

Overall, the combined effects of the two surface regions
lead to a reduced effective dielectric permittivity for a thin
slab, when compared to the bulk value. This can be seen in
Fig. 2�b�, where the slab thickness is defined as the distance
between the two outermost surface layers. However, the de-
crease in the overall dielectric permittivity becomes smaller
as the slab thickness increases. For a �110� slab with 24
atomic layers �18.7 Å�, the effective permittivity is already
very close �within 5%� to the bulk value. This implies that
alumina slabs with thicknesses greater than a few nanometers
can have bulklike dielectric properties. Similar dependence
of permittivity on the slab thickness has also been found in
finite Si systems.9,36

Figure 2 also shows that the ionic contribution dominates
the static dielectric permittivity across the entire slab. To
understand in more detail how the ionic contributions deter-
mine the surface dielectric properties, we calculated the dy-
namical charges ZD and effective ionic layer polarizabilities,
according to Eqs. �11� and �12�, for an 18-layer alumina�110�
slab. Figure 3�a� indicates that the effective dynamical
charges in the middle of slab agree well with the correspond-

ing dynamical charges in the bulk. In the surface region, both
Al and O have reduced effective charges in their correspond-
ing outermost layers.

From the calculated ZD, we obtain the effective ionic layer
polarizability profile, shown in Fig. 3�b�. We observe that the
Al layers are much more polarizable than the O layers. The
ionic layer polarizability profiles of both Al and O layers
display features similar to the static permittivity profile.
Clearly, the enhancement of the local dielectric permittivity
close to the surface is due to the second outermost Al layer
and second outermost O layer, which are more polarizable
than the corresponding layers in the slab interior. When ap-
proaching the outermost surface layer, the local static permit-
tivity decreases quickly because of the much lower polariz-
abilities of the outermost layers.

2. (001) PbTiO3 slabs

In the ionic limit, a �001�-oriented PbTiO3 slab can be
considered as an alternating stack of neutral PbO and TiO2
layers. We consider a �001� slab with 13 atomic layers. The
calculated decay length of ��z ,z�� for this slab is about 8.2
a.u. �about three atomic layers�, confirming that this slab is
thick enough to avoid the surface-surface interactions.

In a zero-field calculation, open-circuit boundary condi-
tions are adopted. However, under these conditions any
ferroelectric slab with a net polarization perpendicular to the
surface relaxes into a paraelectric nonpolar structure. This is
because the net polarization leads to surface charges that
give rise to a huge depolarization field inside the slab. The
depolarization field contributes to a positive electrostatic
energy, which is large enough to completely destabilize
the bulk ferroelectric state.28 For instance, a 13-layer
TiO2-terminated free-standing PbTiO3 slab, which was ob-
tained by truncating a relaxed bulk structure, relaxes into an
anticentrosymmetric layered domain structure and becomes
nonpolar as a whole. From the outermost surface to the in-
nermost layer, the relative displacement between the metal
and the oxygen atoms �rumpling� oscillates in sign from
layer to layer, and its amplitude decreases rapidly to zero, as
shown in Fig. 4.

To preserve ferroelectricity in such a slab, the depolariza-
tion field must be screened. In real systems, this screening
may be provided by free charges from metallic electrodes or
by compensating surface layers, which may include adsor-
bates or charged defects such as cation or oxygen vacancies.
In our calculations, we use Nb-doped and Sc-doped surfaces
to compensate the depolarization field. This charge-
compensating method has already been employed to stabilize
domain walls in other PbTiO3 calculations.37 Specifically, in
the 2�2 13-layer TiO2-terminated PbTiO3 slab, we replace
three Ti atoms by Nb on one surface, and three Ti atoms by
Sc on the other surface, creating deltalike compensating sur-
face charge densities of about �0.0141 e /a.u.2, which are
very close to those induced by spontaneous bulk polarization
of PbTiO3 �0.0134 e /a.u.2�. After relaxation, this slab now
remains in a single-domain ferroelectric state �see Fig. 4�,
with slightly increased layer rumpling parameters and c /a
ratio in the middle of the slab.
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FIG. 3. �a� Dynamical charges and �b� effective ionic layer po-
larizability for an 18-layer alumina�110� slab as same as the one
used in Fig. 2. The two horizontal lines in �a� correspond to the
dynamical charges of Al �solid� and O �dashed�, respectively, in
bulk. The two horizontal lines in �b� are only shown for the conve-
nience of comparison between surface and interior. Vertical lines
denote the positions of Al �solid� and O �dashed� planes along z.
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The local dielectric permittivity profiles for this compen-
sated slab are shown in Fig. 5. In the averaging model we
use l=7.63 a.u., which is equal to the lattice spacing in the
slab interior, and �=2.5. The resulting weight function �r0
�13.0 a.u.� is broader than the induced charge-density pro-
file ���8.2 a.u.�. For these choices we observe that in the
slab interior both the optical and static dielectric permittivity
profiles are flat and slightly lower than the corresponding
bulk values. This permittivity reduction originates from the
slightly over-compensating surface charges. As a response to
the remanent surface charges, the lattice constant c in the
slab mid region increases by about 1%. For a strained bulk
with this enlarged c and a fixed at its theoretical bulk value,
we find that the optical and static permittivities become 7.13
and 33.95, respectively, matching very well the correspond-
ing permittivities in the slab interior.

In the surface regions, similar to Si slabs,9 the optical
dielectric permittivity is reduced due to lower electronic po-
larizability at the surface. However, the static permittivity is

substantially enhanced in the subsurface layers, and differs in
shape at the two surfaces. In order to better understand this
enhancement, we also calculate the dynamical charges and
effective ionic layer polarizabilities for this slab. As shown in
Fig. 6�a�, the atoms in the two outermost surface layers have
smaller dynamical charges, while within the slab interior the
effective dynamical charges coincide well with the corre-
sponding ones in the bulk. From the discrete effective ionic
layer polarizability profile �Fig. 6�b�, one can observe simi-
lar characteristics as in the continuous local permittivity pro-
file in Fig. 5. At the left side of the slab, the outermost
surface layer of �Nb3/4Ti1/4�O2 is much less polarizable, lead-
ing to a lower local permittivity. The subsurface layer of PbO
and the third inner surface layer of TiO2 have larger polariz-
abilities and result in a higher local permittivity in the nearby
region. At the other side of the slab, the outermost
�Sc3/4Ti1/4�O2 surface layer is also much less polarizable.
Interestingly, the least polarizable layer is the subsurface
layer of PbO. The combined effect of these two layers pro-
duces a small local permittivity peak at the surface. The
more polarizable third and fourth inner surface layers induce
a significantly larger local dielectric permittivity peak, as
shown in Fig. 5.

B. Polypropylene slabs

Here we only consider the most common crystal phase of
iPP, the � phase.24 The unit cell is monoclinic, with the lat-
tice parameters shown in Table I. The cell contains four par-
allel chains arranged along the b axis. Each chain consists of
three CH2–CH�CH3� monomers and has a threefold helical
conformation. In our slab calculations, for computational
reasons, an orthorhombic supercell is used instead of the
monoclinic one, which only amounts to a change in the angle
between a and c from 99.17° to 90°. In this supercell, the
chain conformation and unit chain length are preserved, and

FIG. 4. Layer rumpling �the relative displacement of the oxygen
atom with respect to the metal atom along c� for free standing
PbTiO3 slabs with �square� and without �circle� surface charge com-
pensation. Horizontal dashed lines represent the corresponding rum-
pling of the TiO2 and PbO layers in the bulk.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Optical and static dielectric permittivity
profiles along c for the �001� PbTiO3 slab with the left side termi-
nated by a �Nb3/4Ti1/4�O2 surface and the right side terminated by a
�Sc3/4Ti1/4�O2 surface. Horizontal dotted lines represent the bulk
permittivities.

FIG. 6. �a� Dynamical charges and �b� effective ionic layer po-
larizability profile for the PbTiO3 slab shown in Fig. 5. Vertical
lines represent the positions of the atomic layers. In �a�, bulk dy-
namical charges of Pb, Ti, and O are indicated by horizontal lines.
The triangles at the leftmost and the rightmost layers represent the
dynamical charges of Nb and Sc atoms, respectively. The dynamical
charges of surface Ti are similar to those of Nb and Sc, as indicated
by the overlapping squares and triangles.
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the change in the dielectric permittivity is less than 3%. It is,
therefore, reasonable to assume that the surface dielectric
properties are essentially unaffected by this change in the
unit cell.

We study the dielectric permittivity profiles across iPP
slabs that consist of two bilayers parallel to the ac plane and
terminated by either single-methyl or double-methyl groups
�see Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�. The in-plane lattice parameters
were chosen equal to the DFT-optimized a and c values in
the monoclinic cell. The single-layer thickness along z is
20.0 a.u., which is much larger than the � of only 4.9 a.u.
along the surface normal. In order to see the permittivity
variation across the chain and in the interchain region, and to
compare with the iPP/alumina�110� interface profiles below,
we choose the same averaging model as the one we used for
alumina�110� slabs, i.e., l=4.5 a.u. and �=1.2, correspond-
ing to a r0 of 6.8 a.u.

Figure 7�c� shows the permittivity profiles for the iPP slab
with single-methyl surfaces. For the double-methyl-
terminated slabs, the permittivity profiles look very similar
and thus are not shown. The figure shows that the lattice
contributions to the static dielectric permittivity can be ne-
glected, as in bulk iPP, because of vanishing dynamical
charges. The permittivity profile decays very smoothly from
the surface to the vacuum, similar to the drop in permittivity
from the chain to the interchain region. Inside the slab, since
our r0 is much less than the interchain distance of iPP �be-
cause it was chosen to be consistent with the interface cal-
culations described in the next subsection�, the permittivity
oscillates from chain to chain around the bulk value. Near
the surface, the peak permittivity at the chain increases
slightly, while the interchain permittivity decreases with the
increase in interchain distance. This implies that lower chain
packaging density in iPP would lead to a lower effective
permittivity, as would be expected.

C. iPP/metal-oxide interfaces

The atomic structure of interfaces between polypropylene
and metal oxides has not yet been determined. For chemi-
sorbed polypropylene, it could be quite complex and depend
on the morphology and quality of the surface of the oxide. In
this initial study we thus only examine physisorbed polypro-
pylene, where all the bonds maintain their initial saturation.

1. iPP/alumina interface

We only consider the single-methyl iPP surface being
physisorbed to the oxygen-terminated alumina�110� surface.
This interface can be constructed in a moderate size ortho-
rhombic supercell with a lattice mismatch along the chain
direction of less than 4%, while other kinds of interfaces
would require a much larger supercell to achieve a physically
reasonable lattice mismatch.

In the current orthorhombic supercell, two iPP chains are
stacked parallel to the xy surface of a 18-layer �-Al2O3�110�
slab �see Fig. 8�. Since iPP polymer is more flexible than the
oxide, the in-plane lattice parameters are chosen from the
corresponding theoretically relaxed values of bulk �-Al2O3,
namely, a=�3aAl2O3

=8.26 Å, b=cAl2O3
=13.04 Å. The iPP

chains are aligned along y �i.e., b� direction and elongated by
3.2%, whereas along x direction �a� the interchain distance is
increased by 26.5%. As a result, the iPP chain density in the
surface plane is decreased by 23.4% relative to the slab in
Sec. IV B. Along z direction, as mentioned in Secs. IV A 1
and IV B, the calculated nonlocality lengths for alumina and
iPP are 6.8 and 4.9 a.u., respectively. To obtain the local
permittivity profiles and be consistent with Secs. IV A 1 and
IV B, we use l=4.5 a.u. and �=1.2, corresponding to r0 of
6.8 a.u.

Figure 8�c� shows the optical and static local dielectric
permittivity profiles for this interface. In the interior of the
alumina slab, both the optical and static permittivities are flat

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� and �b� The atomic structure �xz and
yz sections of the supercell� of the iPP slab with single-methyl
surfaces. The double-methyl surface in the text refers to the surface
between the surface and the subsurface layers shown here. �c� Op-
tical and static dielectric permittivity profiles for the single-methyl-
terminated slab along z.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Optical and static dielectric permittivity
profiles of the iPP/alumina�110� interface. The yz section of the
supercell is shown at the top. The vertical gray bar represents the
interface region. The bulk dielectric permittivities corresponding to
each slab component are marked by horizontal dotted lines.
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and coincide well with the corresponding bulk values. How-
ever, on the iPP side, the permittivity is decreased by about
14% from its theoretical bulk value. This is because the in-
plane iPP packing density is reduced by 23.4%. As already
seen from Fig. 7 in Sec. IV B, a lower chain density yields
lower dielectric permittivity. In the interface region, the in-
terface permittivity profiles of alumina and iPP are quite
similar to those of their corresponding isolated surfaces �see
Figs. 2�a� and 7�c�. Proceeding from Al2O3 to the iPP, the
permittivity is enhanced in Al2O3 close to the interface and
then decreases quickly to the smaller dielectric constant of
the iPP. The variation in the permittivity across the iPP part
of the interface is quite smooth and similar to the permittiv-
ity decay from the middle of the chain position to the inter-
chain region. This shows that the interface dielectric effects
at the iPP side are insignificant and that the dielectric prop-
erties of the interface are dominated by the alumina compo-
nent. The width of the transition region between alumina and
iPP depends thus on the characteristics of the alumina side
and is very short, only about 6–7 atomic layers �11 a.u.�.

2. iPP ÕPbTiO3 interface

We only consider physisorbed polypropylene on surface-
charge-compensated PbTiO3 slab, so that the depolarization
field is realistic. To construct a model structure for this inter-
face, we use an orthorhombic supercell containing a 13-layer
PbTiO3 slab and a four-layer slab of isotactic polypropylene
�iPP�. The two slabs are joined together at the �Sc3/4Ti1/4�-O2
surface, as shown in Fig. 9. In the plane of the interface, we
use a 2�2 unit cell of relaxed PbTiO3, as in the previous
subsection. For iPP, one unit of the chain is then matched to
asupercell, which results in a 23% elongation of its LDA re-
laxed length, and a 16% elongation of the experimental
length. This elongation, although seemingly large, is still
much smaller than the experimental breakage elongation of
47%.38 After atomic relaxations, we find that the conforma-
tion of the chain remains the same and its dielectric permit-

tivity changes very little. Therefore, we expect that this
model interface structure can still describe the major dielec-
tric features of a physisorbed polymer/ferroelectric interface.

To obtain the local dielectric permittivity profile, we adopt
the same averaging model as for the PbTiO3 slab. We can
then easily compare the permittivity profiles of the bare slab
with those of the PbTiO3 / iPP slab. The calculated local per-
mittivity profiles of iPP /PbTiO3 are displayed in Fig. 9. Both
optical and static permittivity profiles in PbTiO3 and iPP slab
interiors are flat and satisfactorily match the corresponding
bulk values. In the interface region, the permittivity de-
creases rapidly from that of PbTiO3 to the iPP value. The
transition region is about 15 a.u. thick and mostly confined to
the PbTiO3 side, while at the iPP side the permittivity profile
at the interface differs very little from that of bulk iPP. At the
PbTiO3 side of the interface, the static permittivity still ex-
hibits two peaks. Compared to the free �Sc3/4Ti1/4�O2 surface
in Fig. 5, the peak closer to the iPP becomes higher and
surpasses the bulk value of PbTiO3.

The increased permittivity peak at the PbTiO3 side of the
interface originates from the attachment of iPP. A compari-
son of discrete, effective ion-layer polarizability profiles
shows that the two outermost surface layers �i.e.,
�Sc3/4Ti1/4�O2 and PbO of PbTiO3 become much more po-
larizable when attached to the iPP polymer. By evaluating
the individual ionic polarizabilities of all 12 atoms in the
�Sc3/4Ti1/4�O2 layer, we find that the major cause for the
increased layer polarizability comes from the Sc atom that is
located closest to the side methyl branch of the iPP chain.
For this Sc atom, the dynamical charge is increased from
1.90 at the free surface to 2.98 at the interface, and its ionic
polarizability correspondingly increases from 66.65 to
269.79. The four O atoms nearest to this Sc atom and the
nearby Ti atom also have increased ionic polarizabilities and
contribute considerably to the increased layer polarizability.
From the charge-density difference profile �i.e., ���z�
=�iPP/PbTiO3

−�iPP�z�−�PbTiO3
�z�, we find that the charge den-

sity around these six atoms is partially transferred into the
middle of the interface. As a result, these ions are screened
by fewer electrons and become more polarizable. For the
other two Sc and four O atoms that are farther away from the
iPP chain, the charge transfers are very small and their po-
larizabilities remain almost unchanged. Similarly, for the
subsurface PbO layer, as affected by the �Sc3/4Ti1/4�O2 layer,
the four Pb atoms become more polarizable and increase the
effective ionic polarizability of this layer.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This work focused on evaluating dielectric permittivity
profiles across metal-oxide slabs and metal-oxide polymer
interfaces. In order to obtain local permittivity profiles with
high resolution, the nonlocality decay length � of the micro-
scopic susceptibility tensor is explicitly determined for each
system across the slab or interface. The � is obtained by
introducing small displacements in the atomic positions and
evaluating the width of the change in the charge density in-
duced by this disturbance. Using the physical condition that
the averaging width of the nonlocal susceptibility must be

FIG. 9. �Color online� The optical and static dielectric permit-
tivity profiles of the iPP /PbTiO3 interface. The xz section of the
interface structure is shown at the top. The gray vertical bar repre-
sents the interface region. The three dotted horizontal lines mark the
optical and static permittivity of bulk iPP, and optical and static
permittivities of bulk PbTiO3, respectively.
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greater than the nonlocality length, we proposed a different
procedure for obtaining nanoscale-resolved local dielectric
permittivity profile along a given direction. It combines the
advantages of the two common averaging models: rectangu-
lar filtering and Gaussian kernel. It converges quickly to the
bulk value in slabs of only moderate thicknesses, while pro-
viding atomic-layer-resolved permittivity profiles even in the
presence of significant relaxations and surface structure.

This model was used to obtain dielectric permittivity pro-
files for alumina, PbTiO3, and iPP slabs, and for physisorbed
interfaces of alumina/iPP and PbTiO3 / iPP. The calculations
show that the surface and interface effects on dielectric per-
mittivity are very localized �within only a few atomic layers�
and that the interface effects are mainly confined to the
metal-oxide side.

For polypropylene slabs the permittivity profiles indicate
that the surface effects can be neglected and the effective
permittivity of the slab depends mostly on the packing den-
sity of the chains. Since the effective permittivity is lowered
significantly by nanovoids, the free volume in nanocompos-
ites could be a major factor for reducing their effective per-
mittivities.

For both alumina and PbTiO3 slabs, the static dielectric
permittivity is enhanced in the subsurface region, but decays
rapidly when approaching the outermost layer. The discrete
effective ionic layer polarizability profile shows that these
effects are due to the more polarizable subsurface layers and
less polarizable outermost surface layers.

Overall, due to their very localized surface permittivity
effects, alumina slabs and particles with sizes larger than a
few nanometers can retain their average macroscopic values
of bulk dielectric permittivity.

For the ferroelectric PbTiO3 slab, our results show that its
effective dielectric permittivity strongly depends on the elec-

trostatic boundary conditions, i.e., the depolarization field. In
the slab interior, the permittivity depends on the tetragonality
ratio c /a, which can be modified by the residual depolariza-
tion field. Therefore, the bulklike permittivity can only be
obtained after the depolarization field is completely
screened, which requires a slab with thickness of more than a
few nanometers. However, in a real system, the screening is
imperfect. Hence, different surface terminations, defects,
molecular or cluster adsorption, etc., will in general affect
the effective permittivity of the slab.

While we have only considered physisorbed interfaces,
chemically bonded interfaces should have similar properties
outside of the immediate bonding region. However, the
bonding at the interface will affect surface charges, which
would certainly affect the depolarization field. One should,
therefore, search for bonding configurations that would en-
hance the screening of the depolarization field, thereby low-
ering the minimum sizes of the oxide particles, at which their
bulk permittivities are preserved. In general, however, since
the range of interface effects extends only over a few atomic
layers in charge-compensated slabs, classical mixing laws
associated with macroscopic composites should be appli-
cable for modeling the overall dielectric properties of a real
polymer/metal-oxide nanocomposite system. Alternatively, a
nanoscale computer simulation of the nanocomposite, using
the bulk dielectric constants for its constituents, could be
employed to arrive at a more detailed description of the di-
electric properties, provided that the nanoparticles are larger
than a few nanometers.
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